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PROFILE
(*1985) born in Prague, Czech Republic. Between 2010 – 2011, he studied at 
Hoogesschool vorr Wetenschap and Kunst & Wenk in Ghent / Belgium. He 
completed his studies at the Faculty of Arts and Architecture of the Technical 
University of Liberec / Czech in 2013. 

His professional experience include MVRDV / Rotterdam, where he partic-
ipated on the design of the China Comic and Animation Museum in Hang-
zhou / China. In 2012, he worked on urban research project called Vertical 
Village for The Why Factory (T?F) in Delft / Holland.

After his studies Juras started working at 3XN in Copenhagen where he 
worked on various projects of different scale like Royal Copenhagen Arena, 
Aquabella Bayside / Toronto, Schüco Headquarters / Germany, Renngasse 
10 / Vienna and Lemvig Climatorium / Denmark where he was a project 
leader. 

While working at 3XN he collaborated with Hanna Johansson and Filip Li-
pinski on open competitions such as Cultural Centre in Skellefteå / Sweden 
(2nd Prize), Sydhavnen Church in Copenhagen / Denmark (Honourable 
mention) or Kungsberget Public School Linköping / Sweden (3rd prize). In 
2018, he designed plants installation in the centre of Prague that received 
Honourable mention by Society of Czech Architects. Together with LLJ Ar-
chitects (Lipinski Lasovsky Johansson) Juras won an international competi-
tion, against more than 200 participants, to design Forest Finn Museum in 
Norway.

Juras is a design architect specialized on architectural competition. He has a 
strong design ability and experience working on design concepts in the ear-
ly stages. He is creative with a strong analytical skills where ideas of new 
strategies and solutions quickly come up on the table. In his work, Juras is 
careful and efficient with a good feeling for both the details and the whole 
of a project.
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OWN PROJECTS (2016 - 2018 )
- Kulturhus & Hotell i Skellefteå, SE (2016)
- Victoria Pragensis, installation in Prague, CZ (2017)
- Church in Copenhagen, DK (2016)
- Skola i Linköping, SE (2017)
- Norsk Skogfinsk Museum in Svullrya, NO (2018) 

3XN ARCHITECTS (2014 - 2018 )
- Climatorium, Lemvig, DK, (2018)
- Bostadshus ’La Tour’, Aarhus, DK (2018)
- Schüco HQ, Bielefeld, DE (2017)
- KPMG kontor, Berlin, DE (2017)
- Bostadshus ’Lighthouse’, Aarhus, DK (2016)
- Bostadshus ’Aquabella Bayside’, Toronto, CA (2016)
- East 34th Street residential tower, New York, US (2015)
- Vinci HQ, Nanterre, FR (2015)
- Bayside Toronto, CA (2014)
- Wood Wharf market Building, London, UK (2014)
- Copenhagen Arena, Copenhagen , DK (2014)
- Bostadshus, Wien, AU (2014)

THE WHT FACTORY (T?F) , TU DELFT (2012)
- Research Assistant, Think-Tank  - visionary urban strategies 
- The Vertical Village/ Four minute City/World Wonders 

MVRDV (2011)
- China Comic and Animation Museum, Hangzhou, (2011)
- The Vertical Village, Research project, Taipei, TW (2011)

selected work 



forest museum norway

‘Finnskogens Hus’ is a museum in the forest, relating to its close context as a transition between inside and outside. 
Surrounded by a forest of columns it evokes curiosity and attracts visitors to interact with the building and the 
surrounding landscape. The new museum creates a new framework where to present and educate about the rich 
history of the Forest Finns.
The museum is characterized by the large roof and the forest of columns; creating a symbiosis between the nature 
and the building, between inside and outside. The playful column facade gives the building an unique expression, 
especially during the dark hours of the day when the light from the inside will trickle through the column forest and 
light up the surrounding landscape. 

1. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Svullrya, Norway, Year: 2018, Area: 2000 m2

Visualization:  Andrea Baresi / Aesthetica Studio
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When you approach the building the entrance will appear as a glade through the forest and lead you into the 
reception area, café and library. Once inside the museum the columns are still present and light is filtered through 
the ceiling, also a reference to the Forest Finns building technique where smoke was ventilated out through a smoke 
hatch in the ceiling.

Finnskogens Hus’ is a simple building that in many ways are relating to the Forest Finn Culture with its direct 
relation to the forest. Wood is present in both structural elements and interior spaces, where for example burnt 
wood is present to tell a story about the slash-and-burn cultivation in the Forest Finn Culture.

forest museum norway

1. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Svullrya, Norway, Year: 2018, Area: 2000 m2

Outside exhibition Outside / Inside One Roof

Accessibility Entrance

Visualization:  Andrea Baresi / Aesthetica Studio



Enter a botanical labyrinth of nearly one thousand plants and set on a quest to find those renowned for their 
medicinal properties.
Victoria pragensis is a temporary landscape within urban space. There are approximately 400,000 plant species 
worldwide, with nearly a tenth of them used for their unique medicinal properties. 

green labyrinth - VICTORIA PRAGENSIS

Honorable mention / Commission
Client: Haenke (Botanical Lab)
Location: Prague, Czech, Year: 2017, Area: 500 m2

Site Landscape Path

Photo: Jakub Nedbal



The aim of Victoria pragensis is to emphasize the precious yet fragile cultural heritage of medicinal plants as well 
as the role of greenery in the context of public space and contemporary urban design. Its name is derived from Vic-
toria amazonica – the world’s largest water lily – first discovered in 1801 by the Czech botanist Thaddaus Haenke 
who was among the first ones to have scientifically described Latin America’s flora to the European audience.

green labyrinth - VICTORIA PRAGENSIS

Honorable mention / Commission
Client: Haenke (Botanical Lab)
Location: Prague, Czech, Year: 2017, Area: 500 m2

1000 Plants 40 Medicinal Plants Educational Paths

Photo: Jakub Nedbal



public school 

Under the same roof

The new public school will be an education node for 1000 children and youths in the age 6 -15. Besides daytime 
education it is also housing the cultural school and sport halls which results in an activity at the school also during 
evenings. 

3. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Linköping, Sweden, Year: 2017, Area: 28 000 m2

Courtyard

Under the roof

Program

Connection

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



public school

The different functions of the school are hold together by a big roof that is giving a feeling of unity for the whole 
block. The folded roof gives a rythm and playful silhouett that is also translated to the courtyard where the folded 
facades creates a diverse outdoor environment with pockets where different activity can take place. 

3. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Linköping, Sweden, Year: 2017, Area: 28 000 m2

Sustainability program Courtyard activities Program

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



CHURCH and culture centre  IN SYDHAVN

A reinterpretation of a church where the height of the church tower is not only made to create a landmark from 
afar but also provides an outdoor public space where people can climb all the way up to the top of the tower, 
overlooking the city. The height of the tower is also experienced from the inside where the main room utilizes the 
full spatial qualities of the tall space.

The main church room is elevated to allow for transparency and views towards the harbour without compromising 
the integrity of the ceremonies taking place inside. This allows to put the more public and cultural functions at 
ground floor activating the street scape and giving the church a more open and inviting character. 

Honorable mention / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark, Year: 2016, Area: 3500 m2

Classic church typology in Denmark We lifted up to get the space for culture 
space which will be use most of the day.

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



CHURCH and culture centre  IN SYDHAVN

The main request for this competition was to design a modern church that has the possibility to invite people also 
outside religious ceremonies. The proposal respondes to that through creating an accessible roof landscape and a 
public ground floor. The church defines a landmark for Sydhavn and invites people to use it as a public space and 
viewtower over the harbour.  

Site

Form

Program

Stairs

Accessibility View

Honorable mention / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Copenhagen, Denmark, Year: 2016, Area: 3500 m2

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



CULTURE HOUSE

Skellefteå Culture house is a proposal for a new 22,700m² Culture House in Skellefteå, Sweden. The proposal offers a strong 
landmark in the heart of the city by enhancing the individual identities of each programmatic element, yet working in 
harmony to create a unique whole. In addition to the cultural program consisting of large auditorium, library and art hall, 
the program also included a restaurant, hotel and conference space.
The proposal’s ambition is to become Skellefteås new living room for its inhabitants as well as visitors. Situated adjacent to 
the town’s main square, the various programmatic volumes making up the proposal step down in scale as it approaches the 
square; creating a more human scale nearest the square, while also relating to the scale of the surrounding context. 
With its prominent, civic site, the proposal’s most important role is to appear open and approachable from all directions, 
inviting people to take part in the multitude of cultural activities within. The culture institutions (Västerbottensteatern 
Theatre, Guest stage, City Library, MAN art hall and Skellefteå Art hall), as well as the hotel are aligned on one side of a long 
foyer, creating a “cultural street” that extends the city grid, connecting city and culture. 

2. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Skelleftea, Sweden, Year: 2016, Area: 23 000 m2

Program Organised Program Corner Facade Activation

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



The foyer/cultural street becomes an integrated part of the main pedestrian street outside that connects the city center in the 
south, with the future travel center to the north. Due to the multitude of entrances, visitors can find a space of their own, 
whether spontaneous visit or for a planned meeting. At night, the activity in the building will illuminate at both ground level 
and through the stepped and facetted roof scape, acting as civic and cultural beacon towards the main square; a welcoming 
and warm reception for those approaching the building.
The functions that don’t demand any daylight, i.e. guest stage and black box, have been placed in the center of the building. 
This enables a transparent facade towards south, west and north where the most public functions and communication is 
placed. It also enables efficient loading and separate internal communication along the eastern side of the building. Extra 
focus has been made on activating the southwest and northwest corners, to open up and provide clear entrances in both 
directions - connecting through the culture street.

CULTURE HOUSE

2. Prize / Competition
Collaboration: Hanna Johansson, Filip Lipinski 
Location: Skelleftea, Sweden, Year: 2016, Area: 23 000 m2

Program Green Roof

Inside Street Various 
Program

Visualization:  Sang Lee Yeun



After his studies Juras started working at 3XN in Copenhagen where he worked on various build projects of 
different scale like Royal Copenhagen Arena, Aquabella Bayside / Toronto, Schüco Headquarters / Germany, 
Renngasse 10 / Vienna and Lemvig Climatorium / Denmark where he was a project leader.

He was also paricipating on competition mainly in Sydney, New York, Sweden, Germany, France. 

More about the projects on www.juraslasovsky.com

lemvig, work at 3xn

1. Prize, / Competition
Team role: Project leader 
Location: Lemvig, Denmark, Year: 2018 Area: 2000 m2

Facade North

Facade West

Visualization:  3XN



The intention for the ‘Prague: Bridge-Building over the Vltava River’ competition was to disrupt the serenity of the 
Prague basin landscape by proposing a residential bridge connecting the quarters of Podolí, Císařská louka and 
Smíchov. While classical bridges tend to create a connection between two places, this residential bridge is regarded 
as an opportunity to create an attractive space above the river. It becomes a space with residential premises as well 
as a sort of esplanade from which people get the chance to observe the city life around them. 
I perceive the Prague basin landscape as an incredibly colourful space made of both natural and urban contours 
and impulses encountering each other at the Vltava river which gives them a direction as a result of its natural 
powers and thus creates a sort of pause, serenity. This link introduces certain excitement into the landscape and 
creates tension over the river yet becomes directed by the Vyšehrad massif from one side, by the Smíchov riverbank 
on the other.

residential bridge

2. Prize, / Competition
Location: Prague, Czech, Year: 2013 Area: 30.000 m2

Concept

Photo:  Ales Jungmann



The Why Factory (T?F) is a global think-tank and research institute led by professor Winy Maas, founding partner 
of MVRDV. It explores possibilities for the development of our cities by focusing on the production of models and 
visualisations for cities of the future. 
Education and research of The Why Factory are combined in a research lab and platform that aims to analyse, 
theorise and construct future cities. The Why Factory investigates within the given world and produces future sce-
narios beyond it; from universal to specific and global to local. It proposes, constructs and envisions hypothetical 
societies and cities; from science to fiction and vice versa. The Why Factory thus acts as a future world scenario 
making machinery.
I was participating on various research projects as Lego Towers, 5min City, publication of  The Vertical Village and 
We Want World Wonder. 

work at the why factory ( t?f )

Lego towers typologies
Team role: Internship
Location: TU Delft, Netherlands, Year: 2012

The Vertical Village 
Publication

We Want World Wonders 
Publication

Photo:  T?F



Comics and animations have long been considered a form of entertainment for younger children, but have developed more 
and more, particularly in Asia, into a sophisticated art form. The initiative to specially house this relatively new art form 
creates a platform which will unite the worlds of art and entertainment. By taking the form of one of the key graphic elements 
of comics, the speech balloon, the building is instantly recognizable as being devoted to comics and animations. The 2D speech 
balloon becomes a 3D symbol and a space. 30.000m2 of space are distributed over eight volumes, which are interconnected 
to form a circular route of the entire program. Additional programmatic elements such as the lobby, education space, three 
theatres/cinemas with in total 1111 seats and a comic book library each occupy their own balloon. Where balloons touch, a 
large opening allows access and views between the volumes.
The balloon shape offers versatile possibilities for exhibtions: the permanent collection is presented in a chronological spiral 
whereas the temporary exhibition hall offers total flexibility.

comic and Animation Museum / work at mvrdv

1. Prize / Competition 
Team role: Internship
Location: Hangzhou, China, Year: 2011 Area: 30.000 m2

Flow diagram

Visualization:  MVRDV




